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Introduction: 

Surveillance of individuals had been used as the primary tool for sustaining national security 

ever since the 19th century. The Second World War and the Cold War brought such technolog-

ical developments, that spying on everyday citizens became even more efficient, and by the end 

of this decade, every single technological device that we use can now be considered as a poten-

tial bug, tapped by a government of any state all around the Globe. Even though these spying 

operations were conducted in utmost secrecy, throughout the better part of the 20th and 21st 

centuries, leaks were always a possibility. The most notable among these exposures is the case 

of former NSA operative, Edward Snowden, who in 2013, stated that his country used every-

thing at her disposal to observe everyday citizens who were sometimes unknowingly transfer-

ring data throughout American servers. People like him provided and spread information about 

the background of these operations and the media made it common knowledge. Today, the 

common citizen should be well aware, that it is indeed legal for government agencies to collect 

certain data and interpret it as they wish. This concerns the majority of the population. Com-

bined with the fact that certain nations cooperate, and form surveillance alliances, such as the 

infamous Five Hands, means that combating these spying operations on civilians is no longer 

just a national, but a worldwide phenomenon. It might just be 2019’s hardest issue to tackle by 

the United Nations. 

 

Definition of key terms: 

 

Surveillance Close observation, especially of a suspected 

spy criminal1 

Five Hands The five members of the UKUSA Agreement, 

Australia, Canada, The United States, The 

United Kingdom, New Zealand 

                                                           

1 https://en.oxforddictionaries.com 
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Secret service  A government body focused on tackling 

espionage 

Espionage The practice of spying or of using spies, 

typically by governments to obtain political 

and military information. 

PRISM The NSA’s program to infiltrate users of 

major social media platforms 

ECHELON Also referred to as “Signals intelligence 

sharing system”, used by the Five Hands to 

collect data from individuals 

 

General overview: 

During the Second World war, both the Allies and the Axis powers used everything at their 

disposal, to filter out spies among their ranks. They tapped phones and the majority of letters 

sent between individuals were constantly read by intelligence services fearing that some might 

contain secret codes used by spies to communicate with the enemy. Throughout the Cold War, 

the Soviet Union and the USA used even more extensive methods to listen to individuals. Agen-

cies, such as the CIA, and later on the NSA in the US, or the KGB in the Soviet Union were set 

up with the goal of preserving national security and tackling individuals threatening such secu-

rity. Their methods were unrestrained and in several cases, excessive. The appearance of cell 

phones, personal computers, and the internet further escalated the widening of their disposal 

and the potential for establishing a web of international surveillance. 

Today, almost every person uses the internet, and the amount of data that is being transferred 

on the web is beyond comprehension. This is where signal capturing agencies, such as the Na-

tional Security Agency come into play. They capture the data sent between two computers, 

interpret it and store it for further examination. In the case of the NSA, the storage facility in 

Utah is one of the centres where these pieces of data go to. The existence of these facilities is 

mainly common knowledge but they are off-limits for visitation. Therefore, we can only predict 

what is being stored and at what magnitude. If rumours are indeed true, there is a potential for 

collecting data from hundreds of millions of people. 

Governments obviously tend to keep their secrets for themselves and for their allies. In fact, 

there are several unions focused on sharing information and forming an international surveil-

lance network. One of them is the UKUSA agreement which dates back to the Second World 

War. During the war, the United States and the United Kingdom agreed on sharing their intel-

ligence to make the odds against the Axis Powers more favourable. In 1943, they signed the so-

called BRUSA (Britain-United States of America) agreement, which granted the ability to ex-

change personnel and information in regard to intelligence matters. Following the end of the 

war, these two parties chose to renew this arrangement, thus giving birth to the UKUSA agree-

ment. In the following years, three members of the Commonwealth, Canada, Australia, and 

New Zealand joined to share the globe among each other, each country monitoring a specific 

part of the World. They share the data, that their individual agencies have collected, exchange 

agents and technology, thus making surveillance as effective as virtually possible.  Today, they 

are primarily called the Fives Eyes, or the Five I’s (I referring to intelligence). They have other 
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“third-party” members who are loosely cooperating with them, like a couple of Nordic coun-

tries, them being Norway and Denmark and other European nations, like The Netherlands and 

Germany as well. These unions grant them power to fight hostile economies, such as China.2 

They share knowledge, data, and information with their NATO allies, thus making government 

surveillance a global phenomenon. 

Meanwhile, the other camp did not rest either. Russia and China are conducting their own spy-

ing operations heavily on citizens, and even though, there is no proof of the existence of a 

similar alliance, it is highly possible due to the close military and diplomatic bonds between 

these two countries. The smallest, yet the most radical nation in that region is the Democratic 

People’s Republic of Korea. The government does not make monitoring on citizens a secret, 

and in the case of North Korea, punishments are beyond imaginable for those the state deems 

dangerous for national security. 

The existence of surveillance alliances and spying on citizens was just guessed by many, but 

became common knowledge in 2013, when former NSA employee Edward Snowden leaked 

thousands of confidential files concerning the activities conducted by the governments of not 

just the US, but plenty of powers. This revelation led to general unrest and people became 

concerned about their privacy and to what extent is it secure. The acknowledgment of most of 

these claims by NSA officials made the case even less promising. In the case of the USA for 

example, programs, such as PRISM aim at breaking into the accounts from every major social 

media platform, like Facebook, Twitter, Yahoo, and the companies Google and Apple as well. 

These operations happened without the company’s consent and them knowing about it. Follow-

ing these revelations by Snowden, we now know that every individual can be monitored at any 

time, by any means and tools available to secret services. These tools, however, were not nec-

essarily developed by the governments using them. In most of the cases, they are buying them 

from private companies, such as Gamma or Hacker Group. The development of such software 

is legal; therefore, their use is legal as well. There is a vast selection of these programs used to 

spy on individuals. Some examples of such ones are analysis programs (used map relationships 

and recognize patterns), audio recording programs (recording through pc’s, or cell phone’s mi-

crophone), video recording programs (the infamous “The front camera is watching you”-case), 

location monitoring (i.e. GPS-tracking), internet monitoring (browser history, passwords, 

shared data, etc.), phone monitoring (phone calls, contacts and their information, etc.). These 

are only the most notable ones, but there are dozens of other measures to extract information 

from people without leaving a single clue. As time goes by, the technological frontier’s im-

portance increases, and with it, the measures to conduct different kinds of surveillance. Since 

the majority of these surveillance operations are as previously mentioned, legal, regulating them 

can only be done by achieving mutual consent through productive consultations. We can only 

predict what does the future hold, but with the combined effort of the delegates of the DISEC, 

this future might just become a bright one instead of a nightmare. 

 

  

                                                           

2 https://www.reuters.com/article/us-china-fiveeyes/exclusive-five-eyes-intelligence-alliance-builds-coalition-to-counter-china-

idUSKCN1MM0GH 
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Major Parties Involved: 

 

Five Hands Five powerful nations strongly co-operating 

to share intelligence among one another 

NATO The North Atlantic Treaty Organization, the 

largest military alliance on the world, where 

the members share their military intelligence 

NSA The National Security Agency in the US, 

focused on preserving the nation’s internal 

and external security 

 

Timeline of events: 

1943 The signing of the BRUSA Agreement 

between the US and the UK 

1945 End of the Second World War, formation of 

the United Nations 

 The signing of the UKUSA Agreement, a 

continuation of the BRUSA treaty 

 Canada, Australia, and New Zealand enters 

the agreement 

4 April 1949 Formation of the North Atlantic Treaty 

Organization (The Five Eyes are also 

members) 

1945-89 The Cold War, where the bipolar world 

(especially Eastern Europe) experiences first 

hand, what is it like to live under surveillance 

26 December 1991 Dissolution of the Soviet Union, the Cold War 

formally ends 

11 September 2001 The series of terrorist attacks awakens the US 

Government, and the fight against terrorism 

begins both abroad and at home, where 

surveillance becomes a key aspect of national 

security 
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July 2013 Snowden’s leaks appear in the media, causing 

general unrest 

September 2013 NSA Acknowledges that it stores citizens’ 

phone history and data 

 US Secretary of State, John Kerry promises 

that the government will regulate these 

surveillance operations 

18 December 2013 United Nations General Assembly Resolution 

68/167 passes 

 

Previous attempts to solve the issue: 

There had never been attempts to fully exterminate this problem in practice not just in theory. 

The reason is simply that each and every government believes that this is their primary weapon 

to counter potential terrorist threats. Snowden’s 2013 leaks caused general unrest and protests. 

In September of the same year, the US government acknowledged the existence of the revealed 

surveillance operations and later that year, international action was taken. On 18th December, 

the United Nations General Assembly adopted Resolution 68/167, also titled as “The right to 

privacy in the digital age”. In the resolution, member states recognized that such surveillance 

operations clearly violate the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the UN Charter, due 

to them being an opposing factor to the right of privacy. The resolution aims to set up arbitrary 

parties to monitor and report on these actions. The message of the adopted resolution is to re-

mind everyone that individuals’ online rights should be treated, protected and preserved at equal 

importance as their offline rights. Some governments, including the US, formally or informally 

agreed on reducing the magnitude of surveillance but one can never have legitimate proof that 

they indeed kept their promises. 

 

Possible solutions and approaches: 

Due to the reasons explained in the “Previous attempts to solve the issue” part, we must under-

stand that solving this issue is a tremendous difficulty and requires heavy attention. It is a fact 

that almost every nation with the potential can and will use these tools to spy on individuals or 

other governments. If one government lacks behind another, it can be a threat to her existence. 

A possible solution might be to draft a resolution which not only reduces the magnitude of these 

surveillance methods and asks for an independent inspector, but makes them open so that eve-

ryone can have a glimpse of what is being watched by different governments. This treaty then 

could and should be ratified by every major party involved, including the Five Eyes. Whatever 

the case is, member states should be aware of the consequences and aim to prevent a future 

without secrets. 
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Annex: 

 https://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/ukusa/ 

 https://www.reuters.com/article/us-china-fiveeyes/exclusive-five-eyes-intelligence-al-

liance-builds-coalition-to-counter-china-idUSKCN1MM0GH 

 “1. Reaffirms the right to privacy, according to which no one shall be subjected to arbi-

trary or unlawful interference with his or her privacy, family, home or correspondence, 

and the right to the protection of the law against such interference, as set out in article 

12 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights1 and article 17 of the International 

Covenant on Civil and Political Rights;” (Resolution 68/167) 

 http://www.un.org/en/charter-united-nations/ 
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